
Personhood New York Witnesses - Political
Conversion
After three short years, Personhood New
York witnesses break through advances in
New York!

QUEENS, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA, September 12, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Naysayers say it
is impossible. Others say its not worth
their time. New York prolife groups
outside of Personhood New York are
inquisitive,  yet, Personhood
supporters and other prolife
supporters in New York witnessed the
political conversion on the evening of
June 20, 2018 in Queens, New York.

Personhood New York (PNY) is a fairly young prolife organization established in May 2015. Since
then, the organization has been quietly spreading the word about its existence. It must be noted
that PNY cannot endorse any candidate since it is a 501.c4, but what it can do is draw up a
comparison chart of candidates that are important to the organization.

Since PNY’s inception, a few candidates were brought to the attention of PNY by Personhood
supporters, yet those same candidates refused to be interviewed because they were unwilling to
say publicly they stood in defense of all human life, born and unborn. This year, in a very heated
campaign that is taking place in Queens, New York, one candidate was pointed out to PNY as
pro-life, and who was not afraid to announce publicly the stance to defend human life in the
womb as well as outside the womb. After a one-on-one personal interview followed by an online
survey, with this same person running for office, Personhood was on the edge of embarking on a
new venture. The candidate presented a fearless stance in defending the life of the child in the
womb and didn’t mind saying it publicly.

During a meeting in Queens, PNY was invited to present to a pro-life group interested in the
activities of Personhood NY. The topic was ‘New Activities’ of PNY.  PNY explained that it had just
interviewed a NY Candidate who said she was pro-life, and PNY was planning on providing the
talking points that best defended life, in all stages of human development. Since PNY is
connected with Personhood Alliance at the national level, it has access to other State
Personhood organizations as a great resource to draw from. For example, Prolife Wisconsin is a
delegate of Personhood Alliance. Prolife Wisconsin helped to coach Presidential Scott Walker on
the topic of life of the mother. Another strong resource is international speaker Rebecca
Keissling, Esq. who educates all communities, schools and legislators on the rape exceptions,
since having found out she herself was conceived in rape.

When other candidates present in the room expressed the desire to also be interviewed, the
Political Conversion had already taken place!

PNY owes much thanks to Personhood Alliance for all of their help and support while providing

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.personhood.org
https://www.prolifewi.org/


the resources needed.

"The Voter Guide HERE" contains the results of just the three candidates, all of whom are
running for office in Queens. As of this writing, more candidates are stepping forward requesting
to be interviewed.
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